TEAM BUILDING ACTIVITIES

To reinforce your group motivation
and have fun as well !

CHAPLIN THEME

Discover places dedicated to the man and artist Charlie Chaplin.
Imagine the life of the man in his family intimacy at the Manoir de Ban and
follow a new journey in his cinematographic universe
through the backdrops of his greatest Hollywood studio films.
Extend your visit with a walk in the magnificent park of the property
www.chaplinsworld.com
Price on demand
Guided tour on request (with supplement)

CHAPLIN THEME

SLAPSTICK
Impressive stunts, mime and a hilarious moments with colleagues
... That's Slapstick !
This style is coming from the Italian theatrical genre
Commedia dell'Arte and revived by Charlie Chaplin.
The Slapstick introduces you to the art of staging yourself,
simulating falls and altercations in an exaggerated way to have fun.
From 8 participants
Package at CHF 1600.- up to 20 participants*
From 20 participants, CHF 80.- per participant*
The activity will last 1.5 hours

GOURMET THEME

COOKING CLASS

Prepare your appetizers together
The necessary equipment, apron and hat are given to each participant
The Chef advises you and helps you during the activity.
We have 1 Chef each 12 participants.
A glass of local wine or beer is offered to each participant during the activity.
At the end of the cooking class, you will be able to taste your achievements
From 8 participants
CHF 79.- per participant
(+ CHF 165.- per group of 12 participants for the Chef's class)
The activity will last around 1 hour

GOURMET THEME

MIND DINNER

The Mind Dinner transforms your company meal
into a fun competition with one team per table.
Between each dish, a new phase of play is initiated,
with creative and original challenges.
These interactive workshops will energize your meal for sure !

From 18 participants
Package at CHF 1200.- up to 24 participants*
From 18 participants, CHF 50.- per participant*
The activity will last between 2 to 4 hours

INDOOR ACTIVITY

WATCHMAKING
EXPERIENCE

A watchmaking masterclass is offered to passionate people of all ages
who wish to discover the secrets of mechanical watchmaking.
Because in the beginning, knowledge was transmitted more than it was taught,
modern watchmakers have at heart to reveal their profession and their passion.
For a day, we make a movement, assemble pieces or create a custom watch.
From 4 to 10 participants, CHF 150.- per participant
The activity will last a day

INDOOR ACTIVITY

ESCAPE GAME
Reaching a common goal thanks
to each other's combined forces.
To carry out their mission,
the teams will each have a suitcase
and will have to solve the numerous enigmas proposed
in order to open the padlocks which protect
the different compartments of this one.
Between action and reflection, manipulation and
observation, everyone should bring
his experience for the benefit of the team
to be the fastest and win!

From 5 participants
Package at CHF 952.- up to 14 participants*
From 14 participants, CHF 68.- per participant*
The activity will last between 2 to 2.5 hours

INDOOR ACTIVITY

LA MACHINE INFERNALE
It's up to you to save the world!
Discover a digital survey for an immersive time
trial experience.
An infernal machine with a shape of artificial
intelligence threatens the human species.
The players will have to organize themselves
and solve riddles to destroy the machine
before the catastrophe.
Communication and analytical skills are necessary to
carry out this mission.
Who will be the winner?

From 18 participants
Package at CHF 1404.- up to 18 participants*
From 18 participants, CHF 78.- per participant*
The activity will last around 1.5 hours

INDOOR ACTIVITY

LEGO CHALLENGE

More than just a return to childhood... a unifying activity!
Use these small coloured bricks to give free rein to imagination and creativity.
Key roles will be assigned to team members: designers, builders...
Everyone will bring a specific skill to achieve victory.
The first team completing the requested construction according
to the 3D plan will have a bonus of points for the competition.
From 6 participants
Package at CHF 1676.- up to 22 participants*
From 22 participants, CHF 56.- per participant*
The activity will last between 1.5 to 2.5 hours

OUTDOOR ACTIVITY

ÇA CARTONNE

Your employees will use all their skills to win this competition!
Be the most ingenious to build your own racing vehicle with only a map,
cardboard, tape and your creativity at your disposal.
Then, let's go to the championship to check which team was the most talented.
This hilarious and extraordinary team building activity
will strengthen communication within your team
From 15 participants
Package at CHF 1500.- up to 20 participants*
From 20 participants, CHF 75.- per participant*
The activity will last around 2.5 hours

OUTDOOR ACTIVITY

CITY PLAY VEVEY

Vevey is becoming your game board!
Pursuit Gaming is a new kind of digital rally.
Each team must complete as many challenges as possible to win the game.
Equipped with touch pads, you will be immersed in an urban race.
Win the game, using your brains and creativity to answer cultural and creative questions.
From 10 participants
Package at CHF 1100.- up to 20 participants*
From 20 participants, CHF 55.- per participant*
The activity will last between 1.5 to 3.5 hours

OUTDOOR ACTIVITY

SEGWAY TOUR LAVAUX

Enjoy a unique experience combining culture and technical innovation.
Take part in a Segway tour and discover our Swiss landscapes
as you have never seen them before!
Our Lavaux paths are perfect for visiting vineyards
on the Segway and enjoy the magnificent view of Lake Geneva.

From 4 participants
From CHF 99.- per participant
Activity from 1.5 hours

OUTDOOR ACTIVITY

WINE TOUR

Discover the Lavaux Vineyard Terraces, UNESCO Heritage since 2007. Winemax
proposes custom designed tours through the vineyard, introducing its guests to the secrets
of Lavaux typical villages, outstanding landscapes views and meeting with passionate
winemakers. Visits include the winestasting of fine a selection of wines, served with a
Swiss style aperitive made of local produce.
Wine tour could be customized according to your wishes, with organic or old wines tasting,
and even combined with a cruise or helicopter tour. Prices is then adapted to the number
of persons and additional options.

From 2 participants
From CHF 200.- per person
Activity from 3 hours

Chemin du Genevrier 20
1806 Saint-Légier / Vevey
+41 021 925 22 22
events@moderntimeshotel.ch

*Rates with an asterisk are pre-tax prices
Activities could be organized with external partners

